How to Write
Engaging Emails
Discover how to craft great subject lines, write engaging body
copy and compelling calls to action (CTAs)
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Introduction
Whilst there is no substitute for face-to-face interactions
with your members in-club, email plays an important role in
their experience; allowing you to reach out to them when
they are away from your facilities, extending your touch
points and strengthening the relationship they have with
your club.
It is integral to your success that you are providing your
members with relevant, timely information that they value.
In this eBook we aim to equip you with the information you
need to start sending engaging emails to your members.
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Great Email Subject Lines
While research shows there is no substitute for a good face-to-face chat with a
member on the gym floor, email offers a great, and convenient, way to engage with
your members (especially those who do not frequently visit your club).
But how do you break through the noise, the tens, potentially hundreds, of other
emails your members receive each day from the other businesses they associate
with? How do you get them to open yours?
With email previews in web-based inboxes, like Hotmail and Gmail, and mobile
apps you have just 2 lines of text to show a member the value of opening your
email.
1. The Subject Line
2. The Complimentary First Line of the Email
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This makes these two elements arguably the most
important of all the aspects which make up your
email.

Subject Line
When writing the subject line, think of what emails
you would open if you were a member. What is the
key reason you are sending the email and why
would the member need to read it? This is not the
time to be coy. Short and to the point works best..
“New BodyPump Classes”, “Friends and Family
Night Event” etc. You get the point.

Here are some top tips to consider when writing
your next email subject line:
• Firstly… Write it last! – It may well feel a bit
counterintuitive, but until you have decided exactly
what you want to share with your members and
have written the email, you won’t be able to write
a good subject line.
• Keep it short and snappy – Email program,
MailChimp recommends no more than 50
characters.
• Ask a question – not something to use every time
you email your members, but asking a question
(e.g. ‘Are You Making the Most of Our Facilities?’)
can be a good way of engaging with the reader
(WordStream, a social media and search engine
marketing software provider).
• Tell them why they should read your email – as
already mentioned, your members receive many,
many emails each day. Why should they read
yours? How will it improve their experience of
being a member of your club?
• Use numbers – again another one not to overuse,
and of course only where relevant, is numbers.
They are “visually jarring” and therefore stand out
in what is otherwise a sea of text (WordStream).
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• Avoid words such as lose, deal and trial they are likely to get caught up in spam
filters which will mean your email ends up
in a member’s junk folder (HubSpot, an
online marketing software provider). And
DON’T WRITE IN CAPITAL LETTERS
(digital business resource, events and
training company, Econsultancy), nobody
likes being shouted at!

First Line of the Email
The second important item that will help get
your members to open your email is the first
line of text. It sits alongside, or more
commonly just below, your subject line in
most email previews.
This text should:

• Be right at the top of the email – A
member’s email system will pull the first
piece of text it reads into the preview, so
you need to make sure you write what you
want to display in the very top left corner
of your HTML email template. Write it in a
small font; it’s not the main title. It should
act as a summary of the overall offer you
are communicating (Litmus, a popular
email inbox preview tool).
• Compliment, but not mirror, your subject
line (Litmus) – build on what your subject
line shows your members. Make the most
of the opportunity to add a little more
detail.
• Be concise and to the point – just like your
subject line, there will be a character limit.
This varies based on which email system
your recipient is using but tends to be
around 40 –60 characters (Litmus).
You’ll want to test everything before you
send your email campaign to your mailing
list. Send a copy of the email to yourself
and look at it on your mobile, in Outlook and
Gmail. Email is not an exact science, so
experiment with different ideas and see
what works best for your members.
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Engaging Body Copy
Ok, so your subject line was great - and lots of your members have clicked
through and are now about to read your email. But how do you ensure they
actually do, they’re not disappointed and they reach your call-to-action (CTA)?
There are 3 parts to the body of a great email:
• An enticing title
• An attention-grabbing image
• Interesting body text
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Here are some top tips for creating engaging emails:

Title
• No surprises please – Your title shouldn’t be a
carbon copy of your subject line, but it should
follow on from it. This is not the time to bait and
switch on your members. No one wants to find an
email not being about what they opened it for.
• Short and snappy – Just like your subject line your
title needs to be clear, compelling and concise.
• Bold and large – Use a larger font, make it bold
and use your company colour to ensure it stands
out and your members don’t have to go searching
for it!
• Show them what you are going to show them –
Feel free to get creative with your title, just don’t
be cryptic! Ensure it is clear what the email is
about.

Image
• Yours to use – The first thing to consider when
using an image in your email is whether you are
legally entitled to do so. If you have taken an
image from Google Images, the answer is almost
certainly no!
You have 3 options:
1. CC0 – Creative Commons Zero licenced images
are free to use for personal and, more
importantly, business purposes.
2. Paid for stock – Images available to buy from
websites such as iStock and Shutterstock.
3. Create your own (our favourite idea!) – by taking
high-quality pictures of your facilities you can
build a library of unique and relevant images to
use however you wish.
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• Relevant – Why use an image that has no
relationship to the subject you are sharing with
your audience?
• Appropriate – Check over the image before you
use it. Does it contain anything which your
members might find offensive? Is there something
in the background which looks a bit out of place?
Unless your aim is to provoke your members, you
want to err on the side of caution.
• Unique – It’s best to try and avoid images you have
seen used a lot by others, as your members may
associate them with those other businesses
instead.

Text
• Don’t overdo it – A full page of text can be
intimidating. Three paragraphs is plenty. Make
sure every word you use gives value to the
member reading it.
• Keep it simple – Use straight-forward language
and short sentences. Write the email like you are
talking to one of your members. This will help
make information easier to take in and the overall
piece more pleasant to read.
• Have a structure – The University of North
Carolina recommends clear, short paragraphs and
the effective use of white space and bullet points
to emphasise important information.
• On-brand – The members who receive your email
should instantly recognise it has come from your
club. Refer to your brand guidelines: What is your
company font? What tone of voice should the
email be written in? etc.
• Proofread – You must proofread your email before
sending it to (potentially thousands of) your
members. Spell check software is not enough; a
correctly spelt word may still be used incorrectly. It
is definitely worth getting a second pair of eyes on
it too; a colleague may pick up some errors you
might not have noticed during your proofread.
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A Compelling Call to Action (CTA)
The final piece of the email puzzle is the call to action (CTA).
Your members have picked out your great subject line from a sea of others in their
busy inbox, clicked on it, navigated through the enticing title, attention grabbing
image and interesting body text and are ready to act on your compelling offer.
You need to make sure they can easily do this.
A call to action is necessary whenever you need or want a member or
prospective member to do something. It provides them with the next step they
should take in their interaction with you; whether that step is big, e.g. joining the
club, or small, e.g. giving their opinion on the group exercise class they attended
yesterday.
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Here we are focusing specifically on CTAs within
email, but they are an important part of any
interaction you have. Gym floor interactions with
high-risk members which end in a commitment to
return on a future date (the CTA in the conversation)
can more than double their length of membership if
they attend again on the agreed date.
The CTA you use in your email can take many forms
– book a group exercise class, claim a free guest
pass (just don’t use the word ‘free’ in your subject
line as it may result in your email being dumped in a
member’s junk folder) or asking for feedback about
your facilities etc. There are plenty of possibilities.
Just remember; to be effective, your CTA needs to
follow on from what you have just shared in the
email.
Here are our top tips for creating compelling email
CTAs:

• Use a button – rather than a plain text hyperlink.
It’s easier, and more satisfying, to click.
• Make it bright and bold – use colours which stand
out against the background – orange, green or a
strong blue work well on a white background.
• Tell your members what they should do – whether
its ‘Click Here’, ‘Learn More’ or ‘Book Now’, use a
simple, short instruction (HubSpot) which relates
to what you have been talking about in the body
of the email – there should be a clear link between
what you are asking a member to do and what
they have just read.
• Don’t overwhelm your members! – When it comes
to calls to action less is more; just one, maybe two,
CTAs gives a member plenty to choose from
(Econsultancy).
But most importantly…
• Get to Know Your Audience! – constantly test
and refine your CTA’s so that they work for your
members (Litmus).
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Contact TRP today to discover how we
can help you effectively and efficiently
reach out to your members.
sales@trpcem.com

TRP are leading providers of customer engagement software and solutions to the
global health and fitness industry. We believe that success for health club operators
comes from creating raving fans and delighting customers in order to drive member
loyalty and retention. With our powerful software health clubs and gyms can engage
and delight members by delivering quality touch points and experiences at scale.
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